Numbered Streets

Named Streets

Signs and Mounting Hardware Specifications

Typical Street Name Sign Details
6" blanks to be sheeted with 3-M high-intensity white with a green translucent overlay.
Numbered streets to have 4" arrows shown pointing INTO the hundred block.
No borders are required.
6" blanks to be 0.080 Aluminum with 3/4" radius corners.
Lettering to be 4" Highway series "B" in title case.
Abbreviations such as "Av, Dr, Pl, Cl, St Ext" to be 2" series "B."
All Aluminum sign blanks to be FHWA or State specification conversion coated.
All street names must fit the blanks they are installed on.
9" blanks (0.125 Aluminum with 1-1/4" radius corners) are required for streets with speed limit of 35 mph or greater.

Street Name Signs For Signal Mastarm Mounting
All signal mastarm mounted street name signs will be of .125 Aluminum and will be FHWA or State specification conversion coated.
All letters to be 10" series "C" 3-M High Intensity grade white reflective, on an diamond grade reflective green background with a white border.
3M 4000 Series Diamond Grade 18" blanks to be sheeted with white and green translucent overlay with a white border.

All Other Signs
All other signs to be of .080 Aluminum.
All signs to be FHWA or State specification conversion coated.
All sheeting materials to be 3-M High Intensity grade reflective.
All signs to meet MUTCD specifications.

Sign Mounting Hardware
5/16" X 2-1/2" stainless steel Hex bolts, flat washers and locking nuts.

Mastarm Mounting Hardware
Astro brackets only.
Stainless steel bolts, flat washers and locking nuts.

Post and Base Materials
Post to be 14 ga. Telespar pre–punched only.
2"x2"x10' or 12' lengths only.
Bases to be 12 ga. Telespar pre–punched only.
Anchor to be 2-1/4" square by 36" in length.
Sleeve to be 2-1/2" square by 18" in length.

Post and Base Mounting Hardware
Sleeve to anchor 7/16" x 3" bolt with locking nut.
Post to base 5/16" corner bolt with locking nut. (Only)

Street Name Sign Mounting Hardware
Style 5" SUPER–LOK PRUF 91–U–F top with staggered holes. (Only)
Style 5" SUPER–LOK PRUF 90F crosspiece with staggered holes. (Only)